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6. Numerical Study on the Effect of a Doped Fermion
in a Frustrated Heisenberg Chain
The anti ferromagnetic Heisenberg s=1/2 chain system· of 2XS
where a doped fermion if is fixed on the bond between spins, as a
model of a CUO Z plane in high-Te supereondueting oxides, is
investigated by the numerical calculation of the exact
diagonalization. When the coupling constant between a and
adjacent spins becomes strong, there appears the quantum island
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composed of a and adjacent spins. This quantum island spreads
sUbstantially by the introduction of the frustration originating
in the second nearest neighbor exchange interaction. Further, the
correlation between a and each spin and the collinearity in each
plaquette ire discussed in combination with the extension of the
singlet island.
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